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Retail Monitoring Solution
Retail infrastructure and application monitoring

Bring it all together.
Consolidated monitoring of retail infrastructure and
applications operating on the Oracle® Retail Stores suite.

SkillNet’s Retail Monitoring Solution (RetMon) is designed to simplify and consolidate the monitoring
and oversight of your retail infrastructure and applications operating on the Oracle Retail Stores suite.
From a single, simple dashboard view, you can monitor your retail systems, devices, and applications
on your corporate and store networks across multiple locations. Our retail monitoring solution
utilizes preconfigured, out-of-the-box monitoring components to quickly and cost effectively give you
extensive visibility into the status and health of your retail network.

Oversee your retail operations in one place.
You can monitor your retail systems, devices, and applications on your corporate and store
networks across multiple locations - all in one place.

NETWORKS
Keep tabs on your corporate and store network availability.

SYSTEMS
Gain insight into the primary and peripheral systems across your corporate and store networks
including CPU, memory, and disk operable statuses.

DEVICES
Oversee the performance of the devices on your corporate and store networks, such as POS
receipt printers and network printers.

APPLICATIONS
Analyze the applications installed across your networks, including your enterprise/ console
application, databases, and the Oracle Retail Stores suite.
»» Oracle Retail Xstore Point-of-Service
»» Oracle Retail Store Inventory Management [SIM]
»» Oracle Retail Point-of-Service [ORPOS]
»» Other Oracle Retail Stores applications such as Central Office, Back Office, etc.

Retail Monitoring Solution
Simplify visibility. Maximize insight.
With RetMon’s interactive dashboards bolster visual data discovery, monitoring, and collaboration by everyone on your team, so they proactively respond
to critical business alerts right away.

Single view.
Extensive scope.
From a single, simple dashboard view, spot issues
across multiple channels and locations.

Turn insight into action.
With escalating alert levels, your team can
proactively respond to issues across your network.

Visualize performance.
Graphical representations of your data allow you to
quickly and easily understand the overall health of
your system.

Take it on the go.
Mobile ready.
Built with a responsive user interface, our solution
provides you access to your retail infrastructure
from any device you choose including mobile
platforms so you can always stay connected.

Let's get started.
SOLUTION BENEFITS
»» Detect problems before they happen with proactive monitoring

»» Single dashboard view of multiple modules and locations

»» Improve your internal SLAs by identifying and resolving issues faster

»» Quick integration

»» Cost effective solution

»» Scalable for growth

»» Fully customizable and easily configurable

Contact us today to find out how our Retail Monitoring Solution RetMon can support your operations and
help your IT team more effectively manage critical business alerts.
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